Debbie Barrows: **Tomatoes & Rosemary**

Peter Benson: **Night Skating, Central Park**
Doris Bertch: Forgotten Road

Doris Bertch: Desert Walk
Dok Blanchard: Out by Dave's Place

Susan Avery Clark: San Clemente Sunset
Harry Bliss: The Great Mysteries of Histories
Alyson Butterfield: **Mesa Black Swans**

Alyson Butterfield: **Hollywood**
Cathy Coverley: Sea Forms of the Deep
Warren Davis: **01032019**

Kyle Denning: **Together Apart**
Kyle Denning: Luggage Included
Desolina: *Nature Connections*
Sue DeWulf: Off to the Fair for Tea
Martita M. Foss: **Majesty Small #1**  
Martita M. Foss: **Majesty Small #2**
Lynn Garcia: Aqueous

Lynn Garcia: Atmospheric Patchwork
Tony Gangitano: The Empress
Will Gibson: Standing Tall
Scott Gengelbach: The Discovery of the cathedral-like vessel (part of "the Search for God" series)
Reginald Green: **Mayan King**

Ron Ham: **Tree, Some Leaves**
Sherry Krulle-Beaton: Portal #1
William Gullette: *Irvine Ranch Meadow*
Linda Meeker: Nashville

Louis Nidorf: Green Eyes
Chris Moreland: School is Fun
Karen Moreland: Aspen and Obsidian, Convict Lake

Patti Pettigrew: I Survived
Paula Poole: The View Spot of Joel King

Chris Reilly: Celestial Child Esteem
ZBO: New Mexico Highands
ZBO: Wide Open Spaces (New Mexico)